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Results-driven, skilled Team Leader focused on achieving success and increased 
productivity through improvements in operations, quality, safety and administration. 
Trained, developed and advocated employees to develop a high performing 
organization.

EXPERIENCE

Production Team Leader III
ABC Corporation - JANUARY 2006 – MAY 2007

 Displayed unsurpassed leader expertise in daily production activities.
 Applied dynamic leadership talents to workers responsible in the 

production process so they felt safe and knowledgeable about the job 
they were performing.

 Used teachings from the Toyota leadership training to apply DOS 
(Dana Operating System) techniques to our assembly techs to ensure
less waste in our production processes.

 Facilitated training 26 - 34 employees to develop their competencies 
and achieve their maximum level of performance.

 Aided in maintaining 96% OEE for the assembly lines for which I was 
responsible.

 Monitored line downtime and worked in blitz groups to improve the 
downtimes incurred.

 Monitoring the daily FTC (First Time Capability) sheets filled out by 
production.

Production Team Leader 
Campbell Soup Company - 2001 – 2006

 Am the immediate source to the process flow within each 
department, prep, blending, filling, chilling, and packaging on a 
commercial soup line.

 Have assessed and trained individuals for promotion to cross-
functional operations threw out, all while self training myself to 
successfully run all equipment throughout the process to back-fill and
keep budget low.

 Have coordinated closely with quality control regarding products 
standards and correct data to be able to release the product in a 
timely manner, along with working with our world headquarter 
product and development on issues with current process to better 
them without making major RMS changes across the network.

 Working in &quot;live food&quot; having to maintain and enforce a 
safe and clean working environment at all times.

 Deliver monthly safety and preventive maintenance reports to keep 
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the line up to par.
 Regularly am working with upper plant leadership to polish up, 

establish, and adjust work procedures to meet production schedules.
 Have implemented root cause and corrective actions to remove 

production constraints and improve product quality, leading right in to
have helped improve efficiency and productivity by eliminating waste 
and production constraints to develop a high performing organization 
team..

EDUCATION

 - November 2011(Thomas More College - Crestview Hills, KY)

SKILLS

Microsoft Office, MRP Systems, Communications, Excel, Microsoft Word,.
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